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ABSTRACT
A Lawrence Radiation Laboratory investigation of thermal effect in
dimensional metrology shows that, in the field of close tolerance work,

thermal effect is the largest single source of error, large enough to make

corrective action necessary if modern measurement systems and machine
tools are to attain their potential accuracies.

This paper is an effort to

create an awareness of the thermal environment problem and to suggest some
sol utions.

A simple, quantitative, semiexperimental method of thermal

error evaluation is developed.

It is shown, experimentally and theoretically,

that the frequency of temperature variation is as important as the absolute

limits of the temperature variation. and that the sensitivity of machine
structures to thermal vibration can be minimized by selecting environmental
frequencies to avoid resonant conditions.

A relatively simple device to monitor

the thermal environment and automatically effect error compensation is

proposed.
lWork performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
2Graduate Student of Mechanical Engineering, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan.
3Chief Metrologist, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California,
Livermore, California.
4 Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Oregon State University,
Corvallis, Oregon.

5Mechanical Engineer, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California,
Livermore, California.
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I.

IN~rRODUCTION

})\lring a routine test of a measuring' machine at the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory (LRL)t it was observed that the measurements varied significantly

\vith time.

It was thought, at first, that the electronic gage used to make the

lucasurements was tile cause, but a careful check showed that the electronic
drift was negligible.

The measurement system was then monitored by means

of a sensitive temperature pickup mounted in the air near the gage.
ture and gage output were recorded over long time periods.

Tempera-

The results showed

a high degree of correlation between temperature variation and measurement
variation.
Similar tests were conducted on many different types of measurement
systems with similar results.

Figure 1 is an example of such results.

The

significance of this effect is clear when the observed drift is compared with the
working tolerance of the gage.

The drift is 100 microinches and the working

tolerance of the gage is only 100 microinches.

In the case shown, the drift

accounts for 100'10 of tl1e tolerance of the gage.

As a result of this distunbing development, the Metrology Section of LRL
began an investigation of thermal effect in Dimensional Metrology.

As the

investigation progressed, it became increasingly clear that:
1.

In the field of close tolerance work, thermal effect is the greatest

sipgle sourc e of error.
2.

The usual efforts to correct for thermal error by' applying expansion
tl

correction." or by air conditioning the working area do not always

solve the problem and are based on an incomplete understanding of

the problem.

-33.

The specified accuracies of modern precision tools and gages are
attainable only if the thermal environment matches the requirements or each measurement system.

It has been llelpful to think of the temperature problem in terms of (1)
tl'le effects of average temperatures other than 68 degrees, (2) the effects of
te111perature variation about this average.

The paper orgarlization reflects

this arbitrary division of the problem.

There is also a discussion of ways

a11d means of reducing thermal errors.

Appendix A is a glossary of terms

used to discuss thermal effects problems.
of a

U

Appendix B is a detailed procedure

drift ll check and Appendix C is an outline of a method to determine the

thermal frequency response of a measuring system.

II.

EFFECTS OF AVERAGE TEMPERATURES OTHER THAN 68°F
An inch is the distance between two fixed points in space.

It is defined

as 41,929.398742 wavelengths of the orange-red radiation of krypton-S6 when
propagated in vacuum.

An inch does not vary with temperature.

This fact

is obscured because the lengths of the more common representations of the
inch such as gage blocks, lead screws, and scales do vary with temperature.
The lengths of most of the materials we deal with also change with temperature.

In April, 1931, the Intt.rnational Committee of Weights and Measures

Meeting in Paris agreed that when we describe the length of an object we
automatically mean its length when it is at a temperature of 68 degrees.

This

agreement was preceded by intensive international debate and negotiation
C 1J

2, 3, 4, 5 11
t

J.6

This agreement means that it is not necessary to specify

the measurement temperature on every drawing (no more neces$ary than it
is to define the inch on every drawing).

6Numbers in brackets designate Bibliography at end of paper.
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Ie

dirrleJ1Sions are only correct at 68 degrees, how have we been getting

bj' all t}lese years by measuring at warmer temperatures?

tl,nt if

O\.l~ wort<

The answer is

is tlt,eel and OUr' Beale is Itesi the two expand together' and the

resultant errors tend to cancel.

If, however, the worl< is another material

sucli as aluminum, the errors are different and they donlt cancel.

to t11is error as

II

differential expallsion."

We refer

We can get into the same trouble

if our worl<: is steel, but we are measuring with the" honest" inches that come

from an interferometer.

As a result of the discovery of the laser and the

development of practical laser fringecouJ:)ting interferometers, we expect to
be using more of these

'I

honest" inches and will have to be very careful of

t11is problem,

Knowledgeable machinists have always made differential expansion
corrections.

1.'he thing that is sometimes overlooked, however, is that these

corrections are not exact.

OU]?

knowledge about average coefficients of ex-

pansion is meager and we can never know the exact coefficient of each part,
This inexactness we call

11

uncertainty of differential expansion."

This i11exactness or uncertainty is zero when the average temperature is
68 degrees, and increases according to the thermal distance from 68 degrees.
Its magnitude varies for different materials.

We have reason to thi11k that it

is at least 50/'0 for gage steel and on up to 250/0 for other materials.

011e

metallurgist, consulted in the course of our investigatiop, stated that the coefficient of expansion of cast iron may vary as much as 4'/0 between thin and
thick sections.

This uncertainty factor also includes the possibility of differences

in expansio11 of a material in different directions.

Differences between the actual

thermal expansion and the handbook or "nominal" expansion occur because of
experimental errors and because of dissimilarities between the experimental

material and the material of our workpiece.

-5C0111})lcte at udies of the errors introduced in the estimates of thermal
CX})a11Sio11

are 110tably absent.

The data presented by Goldsmith

et all

{9]

W11g\V tl1c rD-n;te of dll1",.r••rnllnt amonti "vlrAl inV.ltira'tC)r. in dltlrminirii
tIle coefficient of expansion of common materials.

This disagreement might

be expected for Borne of the more exotic materia.ls, but intuition would indicate
t11at the !{110wledge of the properties of steel would be more exact.

Not

necessarily so, as Richard !{. I{irby of the National Bureau of Standards reports7:
u 1"111c

accuracy of a tabulated value of a coefficient of thermal

expansiOl1 i.s about ±5 percent if the heat and mechanical treatment
of the steel is indicated.

The precision of the coefficient (a) among

many heats of steel of nomillally the same chemical content is about
±3 percent, (b) among several heat treatments of the same steel is

about ±10 percent, and (c) among samples cut from different locations
in a large part of steel that has been fully annealed is about ±2 percent

(hot or oold rolling will cause a difference of about ±5 percent)."
Corrections for uncertainty of differential expansion cannot be made.

The

error can be reduced by establishing more accurate nominal coefficients of
thermal expansion, by improving the uniformity of coefficient of expansion from
part to part through better chemical and metallurgical controls, by determining

individual part a11d gage expansions, and by limiting the room temperature
deviation from 68 degrees.
Control of uncertainty of differential expansion is the primary reason for

maintaining a 68 degree average temperature.

Even if we l1ad an exact knowl-

edge of all coefficients, the confusion and po'ssibility of mistal<:es in making
7A personal communication from Richard K. Kirby, In charge, Thermal
Expansion Laboratory, Length Section, Metrology Division, U. S. National
Bureau of Stal1dards, Washington, D. C.

-6c()rl"ectiollS is a second reason for maintaining 68 degrees.

As our study

}11"'ogressed. it became necessary to establish a more exact definition of
tOt"l"" tt) fnall1tnte "apit! and eloar aommuniaatton.

refer to Appe11dix A:
wh.ich nre

l~ertinent

The reader' Ihould now

Glossary of Terms, definitions No. 15 through 23,
to the discussion in this section.

1'hree examples are given below to illustrate the consequences of
average temperatures other than 68 degrees.

be

13~o,

37:ro, and

20~o

Possible errors are shown to

of the working tolerance.

These errors do not include

the effect of temperature variation which is covered in the next section.
'l'hey do not include the other errors of measurement such as accuracy of

standarcis and comparison technique.
0111y

The traditional rule of ten to one allows

100/0 of the working tolerance for all measurement error.

Example No.1

A 10 inch long steel part with a tolerance of plus or minus a halfthousandth (500

~inl)

is measured in a C-frame comparator by comparing it

to a 10 inch gage block in a room which averages 75 degrees.

A handbook lists

the Nominal Coefficient of Expansion (K) for the gage block as 6.5 lJin./in./ deg.

The K for the steel part is asswned to have the same valuet

The Uncertainty

of Nominal Coefficient of Expansion (UNCE) for the gage bloclt is estimated

at plus or minus 5Vo and for the part at 100/0 (its exact composition is unknowIl).

For this case, the Nominal Differential Expansion (NDE) is zero.

The

Uncertainty of Nominal Differential Expansion (UNDE) is, however, significant.
It is the sum of the two Uncertainty of Nominal Expansion (UNE) values.

-7
NDr~

:t

UNE gage block

= 10 in.

UNE part

= 10

M

=0

No correction necessary

X 6.5 lJin./int/de(/, X 7 dei X 60/0

II

22 lJin.

in. X 6.5 lJin./in./deg X 7 deg X 10¥0 = 44 ~inl

UNDE

= 66 ".in.

66

500 X 100 = 130/0 of working tolerance
Example No .....?
A 10 inch long plastic part with a tolerance of plus or minus 0.002 inch
is measured on a surface plate using an indicator stand to compare it to the
readings of a Cadillac gage.
degree Temperature Offset).

The room temperature averages 75 degrees (7
A handbook lists the Nominal Coefficient of

Expansion (K) for the gage steel assumed to be used in the
6.5/Jin,/in./deg.

Cadi~lac

gage as

The K value for the plastic is listed by the manufacturer

as 40 lJinl/in./ deg.

The Uncertainty of Nominal Coefficient of Expansion

(UNCE) for the gage steel is estimated at 100/0 since we do not know the exact
composition nor heat treatment.

Because of past experience with plastics and

a lack of any information to the C011trary the UNCE for the plastic is estimated
at 25'/0.

tl"he inspector making the

differential expansion.

measureme~t is

thoroughly familiar with

Ife computes the NDE correctly and applies it in the

proper direction to the dial indicator reading which is used to transfer the
Cadillac gage reading.

A correction for UNDE cannot be made.

Its possible

value is computed below:

NDE

= Corrections are made

=

UNE gage

= 10 in.

UNE part

= 10

= 46 IJin.
= 700 J..lin.

X 6,5 lJin,/in./deg X 7 deg X 10Yo

in. X 40 lJ,in./in./deg X 7 deg X 250/0
UNDE

21~~ X 100 = 37Vo of working tolerance

=

0

746 J,tin.
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A 10 inch long aluminum part with a tolerance of plus or minus 0.001
iJ1c11 is nlcasured on a surface plate using an indicator stand to compare it to
the rcadil1g's of a Cadillac gage.

The room temperature averages 70 degrees.

(2 degree Temperature Offset.) As in the previous example, the NeE for the

gage is assumed to be 6.5 lJin./in./deg.

assumed to be 13.5 lJin./in./deg.
and for the aluminum part at 20'/0.

The NeE for the aluminum part is

The UNCE for the gage is estimated at lOVa

The inspector in this case does

.!121

appreciate

the magnitude of NDE, and arbitrarily decides that 70 degrees is .. close enough,"

he does" not bother" with an NDE correction to his readings.

The possible

error is computed as follows:
:: 10 in. (13.5 - 6.5) X 2 deg

NDE
UNDE:

UNE gage ::: 10 in. X 6.5 X 2 deg X 100/0
UNE

part

:: 10 in. X 13.5 X 2 deg X 200/0

=

140 JAin.

= 13 ~in.
52

::I

~in.

UNDE

=

65 .uin.

NDE plus UNDE

=

205 #,lin.

1~~50 X 100 = 20% of working tolerance
In the above examples we assumed that the average temperature of the
gage and part were the same as the average temperature of the room.
adequate time has been allowed for the gage and part to
thermal equilibrium this is a reasonable assumption.

11

If

soak out" and reach

Unfortullately, tllis

assumption does not apply to the instantaneous temperature of these components.
Instead, the environment is continually varying around some mean value.

The

result is that differences in temperature in the various components are dynamically

··9-

il1d\lCcd in t}1e system.

The next section discusses the errors caused by

'variatio11 in thermal environment.

III. EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
TIle Two .. Element System
All lC11gth measuring apparatus can be viewed as consisting of a number
of individual elements arranged to form a "C."

Figure 2 shows a schematic

of a C-frame COmlJal'ator measuring the diameter of a short section of hollow
The comparator frame and the part form two elements.

tubing.

If the co-

efficient of expansio11 of the comparator is exactly tIle same as the part, the
gage head will read zero after soal<.-out at any uniform temperature that we
might select.

If we induce a change in temperature, however, the relatively

thin section of the tubing will react sooner than the thick section of the

comparator frame and the gage head will show a temporary deviation.

The

amOu11t of the deviati.on will depend OTl tIle rate of change of temperature.

If

the rate is slow enough to allow both parts to lceep up with the temperature

changes

J

there will be a small change in gage head reading.

If the rate is so

fast that even the tllin tubing can· ~ respond. there will again be a small change

in reading.

Somewhere in between these extremes there will be a frequency

of temperature change that results in a maximum change in reading.

This is

somewhat similar to resonance in vibration worl<..

To confirm our intuition on the nature of these effects the above model was

further simplified to that shown in Fig. 3. Sample heat transfer calculations
were made for this model and programmed on an analog computer.

The

... 10c~ylin(l('l"

\vitI) t11c displacement pickup can be considered the comparator.

T3ot.11 cyli11ders are made of steel and are 4 inches long.
il1

dinmeter al1d Cylinder B is 1/2 inch in diameter.

Cylinder A is 2 inches

Figure 4 shows the

C0211p\ltcr-predicted changes in length of the two cylinders as a result of a plus
and mi11us one degree sinusoidal change in air temperature having a frequency

of one cycle per 11our.

The thick cylinder shows less than one-third of the

temperature change of tIle thin cylinder and its temperature lags tIle thin

cylinder by 3 or 4 minutes.

The dotted line in Fig. 4 shows the predicted gage

11ead reading whicll is the saIne as the instantaneous difference in the lengths of
t11e two cyli11ders.

We call this the

TIle effect of varyi11g the

11

II

Thermal Drift" (definition 24) of the system.

Thermal Vibration ll frequency is plotted in Fig. 5.

As our intuition predicted, the drift is small for very high or low frequencies
and reaches a maximum amplitude at a point in between whicll we call resonance.

Figure 5 is called the

11

F'requency Response" (definition 14) of the system.

In

this case resonance occurs at 1/2 cycle per hour and has a value of 15 Min.
This error would occur even if the Time A verage Temperature of the environment
and all mechanical elements was 68 0

exactly.

Fifteen /.lin. may appear to be a negligible magnitude .. but real measuring
machines and Inachine tools, of course, don't have uniform coefficients through-

out, and real workpieces can have quite different coefficients.
effects of temperature variation much

worse~

This mal<.es the

If the part were [..Iucitc, for

example, these responses would be much more severe.

Real systems generally

l,ava much longer overall lengths and more severe differences in mass between
elements.
unusual.

Magnitudes of 150 lJin. per degree at resonant frequency are not
Rather than mass alone, the more significant factor is the ratio of

cubic inches of volume to the s"quare inches of surface exposed to the air.

This

-11ratio is pro}Jortional to the

II

Time Constant l1 (definition 13) of the element~ The

tir11€ COi1stant is discussed in the following
B\ll')l~Ol~t

th,Q abovft r8litultll.

heat transfer calculations, which

A complete undel'ltandln, of the.e equations is not

necessary.. because the important conclusions have been presented above.
We have used a gage frame to

illustrate the effect of temperature variation,

b\lt it should be emphasized that the same thing happens to machine tool frames.

Deflection due to temperature variations is common to all machine structures
whether they be measuring machines or machine tools.

Calculations for Frequency Response of Two-Element System Model
1'0 simplify the calculations, the following assumptions have been made:

a.

"rhe bodies always have uniform temperatures, i. e., there is no

resistance to heat transmission between the parts of the body and any heat

added simply raises the temperature at all points uniformly and instantaneously.
b.

The temperature of the air surrounding the bodies is uniform at

c.

All heat transmission to and from the body is governed by Newton's

T .8
e

law of cooling:
q

= hA(T

- T )
e

2
where A is the surface area of the body in ft , h is a film coefficient defining
the ability of heat to pass from air to the body, in Btu/hr-ft

2
0

F J and q is the

rate of l1eat in-flux, Btu/hr.

d.

The heat stored in the'body is proportional to the thermal

capacitance of the body or that

q

s

= Cp

pV dT/dt

8Kceping in mind that radiative and conductive environments can exist, we
shall limit the following discussion to the effect of a convective environment
on the measurement process and the resulting error.

-12whl~re

qs is the rate of heat storage, Cp is the specific heat in Btu/lb 0 F,

3
V is the volume of the body in ft , p is the densl't1. pounds-mass per it 3,
arid (1'1'/ dt is the rate of change of body temperature with time.

Since the heat

influx must eriual the heat stored in any interval of time
q :.: hA(T - T )
e

solving for

tr c

q

=:

s

;: CpVp dT/dt,

yields the differential equation describing the system:

1" + 'T dT/dt :: T e

(1)

where
fir - CpVp

-

hA

= Thermal

capacitance

Thermal resistance

Because of assumption (a). equation (1) is only approximately correct.

Iiow-

ever, for metallic objects the thermal conductivity is high enough to make the

approximation reasonable

t

Equation (1) is well lc:nown in the literature on the analysis of linear

systems [10] in which all elements it represents are called
elements l' and

7

is called

II

'I time-constant

time constant" of the element.

Given that T e varies sinusoidally around some mean TeO' i. e.,
Te

= (T emax

- TeO) sin wt

(2)

where w is the frequency of oscillation in radians per unit time" the solution to
equation (1) gives:
T

= (T e max

- T e ) sin (wt + ep)( 1 + W
0

where the pl1ase lag angle ¢ is given by
<p :: tan

-1

W'T

2

.,.

2 .. 1/2
)

(3)

-13\\'llC11 t]1is sollltion is applied to the

two-element system we obtain the

rclatiol1,s11ips between tile temperatures of the two elements and the
UI1V1tlC1nm(4lit

tempuirl\ture

"Iii dllau•••CI abovo.

prift C11ccl{

Measurement of the drift in a measurement system is called a

checl<I' (definition 26).

II

drift

To make a drift check it is merely necessary to

indicate from the comparator to the master, or part as the case may be, and
record the relative motion between the elements under tIle normal conditions
of the measurement process.

This procedure has been made possible by the

development of high sensitivity, drift-free displacement transducers and

recorders.

'I'he electronics drift check (definition 25) provides a simple

means of proving the stability of these devices.
11

Our experience indicates that

electronics drifts" of less than 3 JAin. per day for ±3° environments can be

e)Q)ected.

Details of drift-checl< procedures are given in Appendix B.

Predicting the Effects of Temperature Variation
r-!')1e mathematical approach given above allows us to make quantitative

observations abo·ut t11e effects of thermal vibration in systems for which we
l{no\v all t11e time constants.

The drift checlt provides us with a practical

means of error evaluation on real systems in a given environment regardless
of their complexity.

Neither of these approaches can provide us with a means

of determining how large the errors will be in real systems before they are
installed in a given environment.

Such information is necessary if rational

design decisions are to be made.

Therefore, our investigation included a

study of the means to experimentally determine the dynamic response of measure-

ment systems and to find ways to predict, from this information, what the drift
will be for any system in' any environment .

-14/\ st\.lcly of the literc'Lture [ 10) on the

it is possil)le to conduct
rl~ Ofl)) t9 t')( t\]~1~14e)til'\~E\tll,g

11

analysis of linear systems shows that

step input l' tests, the results of which provide a

tl, tt t.lttClot ~ ,,! any lcind

of ehanRft I

't'n deter-mil'\tl !,he

feasibility of apIJlying this procedure to a. real meaS\lrement process . a serieEJ
of experiments was conducted in an L,l-tL inspection shop.

In tl1cse experiments

the a})paratus consisted of a 15 inch Sheffield rotary contour gage measuring a
hollow steel hemispherical part, as shown in Fig. 6.
'J~he

Sheffield gage chosen was particularly suited to these experiments

because it was located in a room that had a particularly good air-conditioning
system.

Room·.. air temperatures in the vicinity of the gage responded to a one

degree change in the set p.oint of the air-conditioning controller within several

minutes.
Linearity of the system was established in three experiments which con-

sisted of suddenly raising the set point of the controller 1 degree in the first,
lowering it 1 degree in the second, and raising it 2 degrees in the third.

Air

temperature at a point just above the l)art was recorded using a thermister
magnetically held in contact wit}"} a 10 inch piece of 0.010 inch shim stock.

Re-

sulting drift was recorded by the equipment on the gage.

The resultR from this series of experiments were compared.
drift curves showed the effects of a high degree of linearity.

All three

They differed only

in mag:1itude and this disagreement was less than 10'10"
Subsequently,

all

arbitrary temperature fluctuation was imposed

011

tIle

room by drivi11g the controller set poi.nt with a motor-driven cam mechanism.
Temperatl1re and drift were recorded as before.
The recorded drift and the corresponding recorded temperature changes

for the 011e- degree step i11put change experiment were used as shown in Appendix

C to compute a theoretical drift from the forced-drift temperature data.

Figure

-15-
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SllO\VS

tIle stcIJ in}Jut temperature change and drift profiles and Fig. 8 the

recorded an.d cOlnputed drift.
til1l1Cd

Considering the fact that the experiment con-

over a period of about 6 weeks, we thinl( the results fully justify the

applicability of t11is type of system testing.

T11csc results encouraged us to use the computation method to calculate
tIle frequency response of the system with the results shown in Fig. 9.

Com-

pari11g these data with those in Fig. 5, we see the typical pattern as well as the
distorting effect of aclditional time-constant elements.
T11e next question to be answered is:

11

Can data obtained on a system in

one enVirOl"lment be applied to a similar system in another environment? 11

If

the answer is yeS tl1is means that a gage manufacturer, by conducting these
J

simple step input tests

ill

his laboratory, can provide information that will

allow the customer to decide whether or not his environment is suitable for
the gage.
'fa answer the question, we conducted a normal drift check (shown in

Fig. 1) on a second 15 inch Sheffield rotary contour gage located in a different
room \vit11 a different environlnental control system.

We used the recorded

temperature variation from this system and the frequency-response information
obtained from the first system to compute a predicted drift.
this experi.ment are shown in Fig. 10.

The results of

The correspondence between the computed

and actual drift is impressive, and though the method used must be tried for a
large variety of cases before we know how general it is, we feel confident that
the affirmative answer has been obtained.

Application of tllis method requires a high quality, temperature controlled

room large enough to house the completed machine.

The room must have the

ability to hold a given temperature to a tolerance that makes the step input change

significant..
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If t}le n1astcring tin1C is zero or insignificantly small, then the campa-

ratc)r

is slnved to tIle master and the temperature variation error is the

drift 11ct\vecn part

master over

GIld

0.

repreaentatiV'Q time period.

equivalc11t to the two-element system discussed previously.

tative time })eriod is usually

0.

This is

The represen-

working day, but may be shorter or longer de·..

lJending 011 e11vironment control and work habits.

It should be long enough to

cover t11e entire telnperature cycle of each measurement situation.

The drift

of part and master cannot usually be compared directly but can be compared
il1directly by c()mparil1g the part-comparator drift

comparator dl"ift curve.

C1.1rVe

with the master-

rrhe maximunl exc\lrsion of the two curves for the

same temperature phase and amplitude over the representative time period
will provide the maximum part-to-master drift error.

This error is an

approxi111ation because the temperature conditions of the two drift checks will
never be identical.
Figure 11 shows part and master drift curves..
made sinusoidal and in phase.

For simplicity they are

The curves show absolute drift in length from

an average telnperature of 68 0 at which point they are equal length.
seen t11at measuring the part at any

til11E~

It can be

other than when the part and master

curves are at the same POi11t will result in an error reading.

The maximum

error will occur when the part is measured at the point of maximum difference.
The part is. of course

J

measured with the comparator, but with zero mastering

time, the comparator length is 11eld to the master length at measuring time.
If the conlparator ca11not be used to indicate on a part at the same time
it is mastered J then the drift of the comparator with respect to part and master

becomes an additional source of error.

It can be shown that the maximum

possible temperature variation error for a finite mastering cycle time will not be
greater than the already determined maximum error from part-to-master drift
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If the two drift curves when aligned

arc out of phase, the comparator drift must be between
ma~imum

the

temperature variation error becomes that

of 111axilnuln excursion between the two curves over tIle representative time
period,

rrhe general case for maximum ·temperature variation error approximation
can be stated as:

For zero or insignificantly small mastering cycle time

TVE

=

r Maximum. excursion of part-comparator drift

from master comparator drift over representative time period,
(part-to-master drift error)

F'or a significant mastering cycle time, tal{e either the maximum partcomparator drift or the maximum master-comparator drift, whichever
is greater, for t11e mastering cycle time period chosen and subtract the
part-to-master drift error previously chosen.

TVE =

r

l

Master-comparator drift or
part-con1parator drift, whichever is greater, for mastering Ii
I cycle time period chosen
I
L
A
.J

l

f
I

I

; Part-to-master I
.
drift
i
I

I
I

'-

B

i

-J

If the result of A - B is greater than B then that result is the maximum

temperature variation error for the chosen mastering cycle time.

If B is

greater, then the llart-to-master drift error remains the maximum temperature variation error.

A will not be more than 2B J and will therefore not add· to the

part-to-master drift error if the comparator is made to have a drift rate between that of the part and the master regardless of mastering cycle time.

Also,

A will not be more than 2B if the mastering cycle time is kept short enough to
prevent the peak-to-valley drift of the comparator from either part or master
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C01'l1!13.1"ator cOlnlJi11ation w11ile sinlulating the actual conditions of the measure"

lneJ1t 11rocessl

Bot11 the master-comparator and the part-comparator drift

c11cc]<s arc analyzed to determine the value of the maximum drift of each

occurring within a time period equal to the mastering cycle.

Both the master-

COlnparo.tor and part-comparator drift cneclcs are then analyzed to determine

the maximum excursion of the drift curves that occurs within a
time period.

This

II

II

representative"

representative" time period is somewhat difficult to define.

It should be long enough to reveal the full pattern of temperature variation.

most cases, a period of 24 hours is sufficient.

In

The results of the drift check

analyses are then substituted into the following expression for Temperature
Variation Error (TVE):

For zero or small mastering cycle time.

r

TVE =

L..

Maximum excursion of part-comparator and master-l
comparator drift curves when curves are aligned for
in-phase temperature conditions over representative
time period.
(Part-to-ma.ster drift)

For significant mastering cycle times.

TVE

=

Master-comparator drift or
l)art-comparator drift J whichever is greater for chosen
mastering cycle time
I

lI

Part-to-master
drift error as above

J

Use whichever of above TVE is greater.
The temperature variation error is combined with the Nominal
Differential Expansion (NDE) and the Uncertainty of Nominal Differential
Expansion (UNDE) to obtain the Thermal Error Index (TEl).

The plan consists

of:

11

Computing the Nominal Differential Expansion (NDE).

2.

Computing the Uncertainty of Nominal Differential Expansion (UNDE).

3.

Determining the Thermal Variation Error (TVE) by evaluation of
drift check data,

-224.

SU111111ing

t11e absolute values obtained in 1, 2, and 3.

5.

If Nl)E corrections are made, NDE is.!l2! included in the above sum.

'f'ho tinle ... l1onored rule ot 10/ 1 suggests that the total measur'ing o!'ror' be
li111itcd to 10'/0 of tIle working tolerance.

We have found, however, that the

error dl.1e to tempero.ture is in most cases, so large thnt in order to stay wit11in

economic reality we must plan on giving up the full lOVo and more for temperature alone.
The following example shows how the Evaluation Plan is used in practice.
1.'his example is the same as tIle one used in Section II but now includes the

effects of telnperature variation:
AID inch long steel part with a tolerance of plus or minus a halfthousandth (500 ,uin.) is measured in a C-frame comparator by comparing
it to a 10 inch gage blocl{ in a room which averages 75 degrees.

A

l1andbook lists t11e Nominal Coefficient of Expansion (K) for the gage block

as 6.5 Jjin./in./deg.
value.

The K for the steel part is assumed to have the same

The Uncertainty of Nominal Coefficient of Expansion (UNCE) for

the gage blocl<. is estimated at plus or minus
(its exact composition is unknown).
Differential Expansion (NDE) is

5~o

and for the part at 100/0

For this case, the Nominal

zero~

The Uncertainty of Nominal

Differential Expansion (UNDE) is, however, significant.

It is the sum

of the two Uncertainty of Nominal Expansion (UNE) values.
A 24-hour drift check between the comparator and master gage
block shows a 300 lAin. peak-to-valley drift.

normally remastered every 2 hours.

The comparator is

Interpreting the drift checks for

maximum drift in 2 hours gives a maximwn value of 30 lJin.

Because

the part has fewer cubic inches of volume per square inch of surface
than the gage block (its time constant is smaller) the ti1l)e constant
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111ismatC)1 to tlle relatively heavy comparator frame is worsened.

!)al"t-con1parator rlrirt is found to be 350 #.lin. in 24 hours.

The

Substituting

i11to tl1e Evaluation Pla.n for the above conditions yields the tol1owing~
NDE

= No

UNE gage block

= 10 in. X 6.5 lJ,in./in./deg X 7 deg X 5~0

UNE part

= 10

=

correction necessary

==

in. X 6.5 lAin./ in./ deg XI 7 deg X 1 Oro

"I:

TVE

=

l

j

A
~
Maximum comparator drift from 1
part or master over 24 hours
= 30 t-tin.

._

22 lJin.

:: 44 /.lin.

= 66

UNDE

.

0

lJin.

B

!Pa.rt-to-ma.sterl
L
J drlft .. 50 #oun. J

~

Use A - B or B, whichever
(30 - 50)

<

~s

greater

50

Therefore:

TVE =
TEl =

~~~ X 100

50
116

= 23ro of the working tolerance

The above example shows a thermal error index of more than 100/0 and
corrective action is indicated.

If.. however, the tolerances increased or we

decided to accept a higher percentage thermal index the situation would return

to normal.

A

II

bad ll environment would suddenly become a

which does not justify tIle cost of any impro.vements.

II

good" environment

The Evaluation Plan is a

way of estimating the temperature problem for each shop, each machine, and

each job.

It can tell us whether or not we need to improve our temperature

control and by how much.

The plan provides concrete economic justification

for investment of the large amount of money that may be necessary to control
the temperature problem.

It can also prevent overdesign in the situations where

it has become stylish to have special temperature controlled areas.

It substitutes
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an

()l·der'l~y

M

t11inl<ing process for emotion or arbitrarily set rules.

Natural

l)riorities are establisl1ed to indicate where our improvement efforts should
S110\11d we try to move closer to 68 deQ'rees, or should we try to

1)c n1ndc.

reduce our tClnperature variation?

The plan not only answers these questions,

it gives a positive response to any improvements that may be made.
I11

spite of the advantages of the plan, some objections have been raised.

One objection is that the plan pretends to be an exact procedure whel1 obviously
we are still estimating.

Our answer to this objection is to agree that the plan

is not perfect and not exact.

It may be in error by 250/0 or more and still be a

significant advancement over no plan at all.

No plan at all means that we must

depelld on the opinion of experts who arbitrarily decide that this or that en-

vironment is, or is not, acceptable.
V.

ME'I'I-IODS FOR DECREASING THERMAL ERROR INDEX

Average Temperature Other Than 68°

The possibilities for controlling the error resulting from average temperatures other than 68 0 are limited.

They can be summarized in one sentence:

The error can be reduced by making nominal differential expansion corrections,
by establishing more accurate nominal coefficients of expansion, by improving

the uniformity of coefficient of expansion from part to part through better
chemical and metallurgical controls, by determining individual part expansions,

and by limiti11g the room temperature deviation from 68 degrees.
Temperature Variation Error
What are some of the things we can do to improve the ability of a gaging

system to withstand temperature variation? Our first reaction is to make the

thermal response of the master and comparator equal.
drift between the master and comparator.

This will result in zero

Shortening the mastering cycle has
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sar11e effect.

TJ,is is a false goal, however, because \ve may create an

i11cl"eascd lnismatcI1 to tIle part.
1"'081'01\SO

or

A worthwhile goal is to malce the thermal

1\11 tl,roe elements the! same.

This eompletely eliminates tho

problem but is not a practical approach because most gages are used for more
tllc\11 0110

1,ur1..

TllC bost comprom1tiEJ is to design the oornpo.rator drift to be

abO\lt 11alf-\vay between the part drift and the master drift (this is discussed in

more detail in Section III).
in several ways.

Adjustment of thermal response can be accomplished

The use of Invar is quite practical.

Invar is readily obtain-

able at a reasonable cost and has a coefficient of only 1 /Jin./in.

Time constants

can be controlled by use of insulation and by proper design of wall thickness.
Unfortunately, none of these solutions can be applied to the part itself.
We can1t insulate it; we can't change its coefficient; we canrt change its wall
thickness.

The only thing we can do is improve the environment.

What are some of the things that can be done to improve the environment?

Our first reaction is to simply reduce the temperature excursion of the whole

room.

This is effective, but also expensive.

It may be cheaper to control the

temperature excursion in a small area arou11d the machine.

The Moore

Special Tool Co. of Bridgeport, Conn... uses this approach in comparing and
calibrating their ultraprecise step gages to an accuracy of one part in ten million.
Another approach is the possibility of increasing the rate of cycling of the
room.

The frequency response diagram of the rotary contour gage (Fig. 9) shows

the advantage of mismatching the environmental frequency and the resonant
frequency of the gage.

Because the resonant frequencies of real gaging systems

are so slow (in this case 14 hours per cycle), this mismatching is best accomplished by increasing the environmental frequency.

Interpreting Fig. 9 we see

that a plus or minus 1 degree temperature control at 0.07 cycle per hour gives
the same drift as a plus or minus 4 degree control would give at one cycle per
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I11

I

some cases it is possible to increase the rate of room cycling by a

silnple readjustment of the thermostat.
I~Itg}1

of air

I

The results can be quite dramatic.

cycliJ1g rates are generally achieved by circulating large volumefi

I-ligh volume air circulation is not too expensive and offers several

adva21tus'eSI

A gl"catcr volulnc of a.ir requires a smo.llor temperature difforence

bet\VeCll the inlet and outlet to maintain the same room average.

This is simply

a matter of removing the same number of Btu's with more pounds of air at a
smaller temperature difference.

Another advantage of air volume is that the

increased velocity tends to scrub the whole gaging system and remove the heat

t11at may be coming from exter"nal point sources of heat such as motors, lights,
people, and radiation from the sun.

Stated more exactly, the increased air

velocity increases the convective heat transfer coefficient and decreases the
thermal resistance between the gage and the room air, which is the thing that
is being C011trolled.
operator comfort.

Still another advantage of high air flow is increased
The decreased difference between inlet and outlet air

temperatures means fewer cold drafts which are the real source of discomfort.

The benefits of high air flow, high cycling rates, and close containment
of se11sitive equipment have recently been demonstrated at LRL.

contour gage has
plexiglass box.

A new rotary

just gone into service which is completely enclosed in a
Air is admitted through a plenum chamber at the top and leaves

through a plenum chamber at the bottom.
change of air every 3 seconds.

The circulation rate is one complete

The cycling rate is 25 cycles per hour. The room

temperature variation is 0.7 degrees, but a 24-hour drift check shows less
than 3 /.lin. of drift!
'l"'he problem of standardization of room air temperature measurement is

illustrated by the different values obtained on this system with three different ways

of measuring. High sensitivity mercury thermometers show less than 0.05 degree
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'r11e t]lermister recorder-controller for the enclosure shows a 0.4

dcg'rcc \'uriatioIl a11d a high frequellcy response thermograph sho\ys 0.7 degree.

1\11

A utomatic

r~rror

Correcting Device

In revi.ewing O\lr experiences with computing thermal drift from l<nowledgo
of system frequency response and measurement of temperature variation" Mr.

J. W. Routl1, of LRL, suggested that we consider the possibility of automatic
error correction.

Preliminary investigation of this idea has convinced us

tl'lat it should be possible to design a thermal model

or the

system that can

sense the room temperature and provide an electrical output equal to the drift.
'l'},is output can be used to zero shift the coordinate system of the gage and
provide direct, on line, cOlnpensation for thermal error.

As it is now

visualized, this device would be completely automatic once set for the specified
part to be measured.

The operational settings required would be nominal co-

efficient of expansion, time constant, and size of the part.

the gage would be built into the device.

The response of

Some adjustment might be required

for different setups that might be encountered.

If the time constant of the

master could be tailored to match the gage, the bul.l< of the thermal error could
be eliminated.

Errol' due to uncertainty of nominal differential expansion would

still remain.

While this ma11uscript was being prepared" a report of a feasibility study
by a graduate student at the University of California, Berkeley [12 J concerning

the practicability of such a device became available.

This study was made at

our request and has shown that:
(1) A simple analog, consisting of only two time-constant elements in
parallel, provides an adequate model of the system.
(2) The main problem encountered in constructing the compensating
device was in finding practical, long-time-constant elements.

-28Tb.is device, if realizable, will 11ave far-reaching effects on the use and

dcsigl1 of Ina.cllille tools and measuring machines.

VI.
I1'l COllclu~ion

CONCLUSIONS

tIle following gcncrnlizcd approo.ch to the problem of

t11erlnal effects in dimensional metrology is suggested:

A.

Evaluate existing conditions to determine whether or not a problem
exists.

This is accomplished by substituting existing conditions

into the Evaluation Plan.

If the thermal error index is more than

10'/0 of tl1e part tolerance, it is likely that a problem does exist.
B.

Review the working tolerances to be sure they are economically
and functionally realistic.

C

I

If nece ssary, take corrective action to reduce the thermal error
index as follows:
To reduce error resulting from average temperatures other than
68° :
1.

Make corrections for nominal differential expansion.

2.

Establish more accurate coefficients of expansion so as to
increase the accuracy· of the corrections.

3.

Minimize average temper ature deviations from 68 0 F .

To reduce error resulting from temperature variation:
1.

Improve procedures for soaking out workpieces and masters

so they are in thermal equilibrium with the environment.
2.

Shorten the mastering cycle tim.e if indicated by the Evaluation
Plan.

3.

Increase rate of air flow and improve its distribution.

4.

Increase the frequency of temperature variation.
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5~

Decrease the am!)litude of temperature variation.

6.

r~@d~sign

maQters

Q.llQ

Qomparatgrll .0

thCt1~

time gOtllltant. ana

coefficients of expansion are in better balance with those of the

parts to be measured.
APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
1.

l~nrt

or Wor]<}Jiece: In every length determination process, there is some

physical object for which a linear dimension is to be determined.

This

object is called the part or workpiece,

2.

]VIaster: In the length measuring process, the unknown or desired dimension

of the part is compared with a known length called the master.

This length

may be the wavelength of light, the length of a gage block, line standard,
lead screw, etc.
3.

Comparator: Any device used to perform the comparison of the part and
master is called a comparatort

4.

Mastering: The action of nulling a, comparator with a master is called
mastering.

5.

Masteri11g Cycle "rime: The time between successive masterings of the

process is called the mastering cycle time of the process.
6.

Measurelne11t Process: All of the activities of which a measurement is
composed is called the measurelncnt process.

7.

MeaSllrClnent System: 'l"hc entire apparatus used in making a measurement is called the measurement system.

at

Thermal Environment: Any physical object is exposed to various sources
(and sinks) of heat energy which influence its thermal stat.e.

Taken in toto

all such sources and sinl<.s form the thermal environment of the object.

In

-30t11e la\)oratory or shop, the thermal environment of any object can consist

of all ot11er objects with which the object is in thermal communication,
i. e. , by convection I conduction, and radiation.

Sources and sinks commonly

found in the laboratory are:
1)

Convection sources and sinks:
Air atmosphere, including the air-conditioning system and
distribution or flow of the air.

The air constitutes the medium

of convection heat transfer.
2)

3)

Radiant sources:
a)

Sun (if windows exist)

b)

Walls, floor l and ceiling

c)

Illuminati11g lights

d)

Electric motors

e)

People

Conductive souroes are usually the most o·bvious., and include

a.ll objects in direct contact.

In this sense, then, an object in an air-conditioned room is in thermal
communication with the air-conditioner by, usually, convection.

It may

also be in communication with an electric motor by convection, conduction,

and radiation.
Although, in the general caSe, it is probable that all types of thermal

commU11ication exist between the environment and a given object, perhaps
the most common environment is the one in which the only significant

communication is by convection.

In this case, the effect of the environ-

ment on the object can be described in terms of thermal state of the
volume of air surrounding the object.
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8(a)

C(}11vcctive environment.

When all environmentnl influences are convective in nature
and a single temperature describes the environment, the
environment is called a convective environment.

The response

of an object (changes in length) in such an environment can be
directly correlated with the environment temperature.

8(b)

Environment temperature, T e .

The temperature by which the thermal state of a convective
environment is measured is called the environment temperature.

8(c)

Temperature offset.

The difference between the time average of the environment
temperature arid 68° F is called temperature offset:
TO
9.

= "r e

- 68°

Variations of T11ermal EnVironments
9(a)

Statiorlary environment.
When the environment is invariable in time, it is called
statio11ary.

9(b)

I.leriodic environment.
An environment in w11ich every variable changes in a cyclic
manner is called a periodic environlnent.

g(e)

Aperiodic environment.
(1)

Transient environment.

When the environment change is not periodic but has a
well- defined pattern, such as a constant rate of inc rease

of temperature in a convective environment, it is called
a transient environment.

-32(2)

!"{clndom environment.

",,TheIl the environment changes in a. random manner I it is
called a ralldom environlnent.

Influences due to the

l)resence of human beil1gs or weather tend to be random.
Although all environments have some random characteris··

tics" deliberate attempts at environmental control, e. g.,
by refrigerant air conditioning, tend to introduce dominant

periodic c11aracteristics.

Also, in uncontrolled environments

transient characteristics may be found to dominate.

For

example, the outside air temperature may dominate in a
room \vhich is well ventilated.
Temperatur~ for

10. Sta11dard

Length

Measurements~

Unless otherwise

specified, the dimensions of an object given in drawings or specifications
shall be for an object with a uniform temperature of 68° F (20 0 C).

A

le11gth of an object at stand:ard temperature is calleq the standard length of
the object.

This procedure follows the April 1931, resolution of the

International Committee of Weights and Measures that the temperature of
20° C (68 F) should be universally adopted as the normal temperature of
0

adjustment for all industria.l standards of lengtht

Also, Recommendation

No.1 of t11e International Organization for Standardization, issued in 1954,
promulgates the standard temperature of 20° C among the 40 participating
cOW1tries.
11. Temperatures of a
ll(a)

Bo~

Temperature (at a point).

When discussing a body which does not have a single uniform
temperature, it is necessary to refer in some manner to the
distribution of temperature throughout the body.

'l'emperature

-33at a !loil1t il1 a body is assumed to be the temperature of a
very small volume of the body centered at that point.
mntQrinl gf which 1i110 l'bdy

s.. Qompoloe! if.j

Qllllum.Gld

The

to form

A

continuum.
ll(b)

Tlle

t~mperat\.lre

of a body.

When the differences between the temperatures at all points

in a body are negligible, the body is said to be at a uniform
temperature.

This temperature is then the temperature of the

body.

11(c)

InstalltaneOllS average temperature of a body.
When the body is not at a uniform temperature at all points,

but it is desirable to identify the thermal state of the body by
a single telnperature, the temperature which represents the
total heat stored in the body may be used.

When the body is

homoge11eous t11is temperature is the average" over the volume
of the body.. of all point temperatures.

This is called the

average temperature of tIle body.
11(d)

Time-mean temperature of a body.

rrhe time average of the average temperature of a body is called
the time-mean temperature of the body.
12. Soal<. Out: One of the characteristics of a thermal system is that it has a
II

memory.1f

In other words, when a complete change in e11vironment is

experienced, such as occurs when an object is transported from one room
to another, there will be some period of time before the object completeJ.y
II

forgets" about its previous environment and exhibits a respol1se dependent

only on its current environment.

The time elapsed from ·a change in

environment until the object is influenced

is called soak-out time.

After

It

0111y

by the new environment

soal, out" the object is said to be in

-34cquilil)1"iU111 \viih t}1C ne\v environment.

In cases where an

C11virOl1mcnt is time-variant the response of the object is also a

variable in time.
Ot1

When the object exhibits a response dependent only

tl,e e11vironment it is said to be

111

dynamic equilibrium with its

environment.
13.

"r'i11iC

CC}11Sla11t or a Eody: . '1"'110 time C011stant of a body 18 a m<.:a.tturc of the

response of the body to envi:ronmental temperature changes.

It is defined

as t11e time required for a body to achieve 63.21'0 of its total change after
a sudden step change in the environment.
14. Fregllency Res!)onse:

The frequency response of a measurement system

is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the drift in microinches to the
amplitude of a sinusoidal environment temperature oscillation in degrees
Fahrenheit for all frequencies of temperature oscillation.
15. Thermal Expansion: The difference between the length of a body at one

temperature and its length at another temperature is called the thermal

expansion of the body.
16. Coefficient of Expansion:

16(a)

The true coefficient of expansion,

Ci,

2J:..2:. temperature, 1, of

of a body is the rate of change of length of the' body with respect
to temperature at the given temperature divided by the length

at the given temperature.
a

16(b)

1 dL
=-L dt

The average true coefficient of expansion of a body over the
range of temperatures from 68° F' to t is defined as the ratio

of the fractional change of length of the body to the change in

temperature.
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li'ractional change of length is based on the length of the body
at RO° tr,
L - L

S8

rt 68, t = -------......L
(t - 68)
68

I-Icreinafter the term" coefficient of expansion l' shall refer only to
the average value over the range from 68° F to another temperature, t.
17. Nomilial Coefficient of Expansion:

The estimate of the coefficient of

expansion of a body shall be called the nominal coefficient of expansion.

To distinguish this value from the average true coefficient of expansion
(I{68 , t) it shall be denoted by the symbol I{.

18. Uncertainty of NOlninal. Coefficient of Expansion: The maximum possible
percentage difference between the actual coefficient of expansion, a, and
the nominal coefficient of expansion shall be denoted by the symbol 6, and
expressed as a percentage of the true coefficient of expansion

o = ex

- K (100)%

a

Variations in material composition, forming processes, and heat treatment
as well as inherent anisotropic properties and effects of preferred
orientation cause objects of supposedly identical composition to exhibit

different thermal expansion ,characteristics.

Also, differences in ex-

perimental technique cause disagreement among thermal expansion me"asurements.

As a result, it is difficult, solely from published information, to

obtain an exact coefficient of expansion for any given object.

This value like that of K itself must be an estimate. Various methods can
be used to malte this estimate.
10(a}

For exall'1:ple:

The estimate may be based on the dispersion found among
published data.

18(b)

1.']1G

estimate may be based on the dispersion found among

results of actual experiments conducted on a number of lil<e
objects.
Of tl1e two possibilities given above, (b) is the recommended
procedure.

Because the effects of inaccuracy of the estimate of the
uncertainty are of second order, it is considered sufficient

that good judgment be used.
19.

~on1i11al

Expansion: The estimate of the expansion of an object from 68 0 F

to its time-mean temperature at the time of the measurement shall be
called the nominal expansion and it shall be determined from the following

r elationship .
NE

= L(t

--68)(1<)

20. Uncertainty of Nominal Expansion: The maximum difference between the

true thermal expansion and the nominal expansion is called the uncertainty
of nominal expansion.

It is determined from:

UNE· = L(t - 68}

(l~O)-

21. Differential Expansion: Differential expansion is defined as the difference
between the expansion of the part from 68° F to its time-mean temperature
at the time of the measurement and the expansion of the master from 68 0 F
to its time-mean temperature at the time of the measurement.

22. .Nomillal Differential Expansion:

The di.fference between the nominal

expansion of the part and of the master is called the nominal differential

expansion.
NDE

= (NE)part

- (NE)master

.. 3723. ljneertainty of NOlnillal Differclltial Expansion: The sum of the un-

certainties of nOll1inal expansion of the part and rnalter i.s called the
uJ1ccrtainty of nominal differential expansion.
UNDE

= (UNF.)pQ.~t. + (UNE)l1UI,stcr

24. 1"11ermal J)rift: Drift is defined as the differential movement of the part:
or tIle master and the cOlnparator in microinches caused by time-variations

in tI'le thermal eJ1vironment.
25.

Electronic_~_..Drift

Checl<: An experiment C011ducted to determine the drift

in a displacement transducer and its associated amplifiers and recorders
\vhen it is subjected to a thermal environment similar to that being
evaluated by the drift checlc itself.
II

The electronics drift is the sum of the

pure 1r electronics drift and the effect of the environment on the sensing

head.. amplifier, etc.

The electronics drift checl{ is performed by blocl{ing

the transducer and observing the output over a period of time at least as
long as the duration of the drift test to be performed.

Blocking a transducer

involves m.aking a transducer effectively indicate on its own frame, base,
or cartridge.

In the case of a cartridge-type gage head, this is accomplished

by mOu11ting a small cap Qve·r tIle end of the cartridge so the plunger registers

against the i.nside of the cap.

similal"' devices.

Finger type gage heads call be blocked with

Care must be exercised to see that the blocl<:ing is done

in a direct ·.manner so that the influence of temperature on the blocking device is negligible.

26. Drift Checl(: An experiment conducted to determine the actual drift inherent
in a measurement system under normal operating conditions is called a drift
checl<:.

Since tlle usual method of monitoring the envi~onment (see definition

28) involves the correlation of one or more temperatune recordings with

-38drift . a drift c]1eck \vill usually

C011Sist

drift und c21vironlncl1tal temperatures.

of simultaneous recordings of

The recommended procedure for

tl1c conduct of a drift checl<. is given in Appendix B.
27 •.TC111}1Craillro Variation }Jrror. TVE: An Qlitimato of the mQximum possible
111easurelnc11t error il1duced solely by deviation of the environment from
average conditions is called the

temp~"rature variatiol').

error.

TVE is

determined from the results of two drift checks; one of the master and
COlnparator, and t11c other of the part and the comparator.
For zero or small mastering cycle time.

II

TVE

=

Maximum excursion of part-comparator and lnastercomparator drift curves when curves are aligned for in! phase temperature conditions over representative time
Lperiod.
(Part-to-master drift)

I
J

For significant mastering cycle times.
Master-comparator drift or
I
; part-comparator drift, which-:
ever is greater, for chosen
i
L mastering cycle time
J

TVE::

i

I
.1

-!

Part-to-master
drift error as above

L

j

-

Use whichever of above TVE is greater.

28.

Total Thermal Error: Total thermal error is defined as the maximum possible

measurement error resulting from temperatures other than a uniform, C011stant temperature of exactly 68 0 F. It is, of course, desirable to determine
the total thermal error induced in any measurement. However, this is
usually not practical to do, and in many cases, not even possible. T11erefore,
an alternative procedure is outlined below.
29. Thermal Error Index: The evaluation technique proposed in this section
does nothi11g more than estimate the maximum possible error caused by
thermal environment conditions affecting a particular measurement process.
It does not establish the actual magnitude of any error.

It serves to remove

doubt about t11e existence of the errors and to establish a system of rc\vards
and penalties to processes which are combinations of techniques, som.e ·of
which may be

II

good" and some

II

bad. n
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T11crtnal l~rror I11dex s11all apply only so long as conditions do

not c11clnge,
':l"'11g prol)08cd plnl1 consists of:
(1)

COlnputing the nominal differential expansion, NDE.
In this comp\.ltation (and in the next), the temperature offset

is assumed to be the average difference between 68° F and
the air temperature in the vicinity of the process over the

mastering cycle of the process.
(2)

Computing the uncertainty of NDE, UNDE.

(3)

Determining the thermal variation error, TVE, by means
of a drift checl(.

(4)

Summing the absolute values obtained in 1, 2, and 3 to obtain

an index related to the quality of the process, yields the

temperature error index.
TEl::; NDE .J- UNDE + TVE.

(5)

If an effort is Inade to correct the measurement by computing

the NDE

J

part 1 is to be deleted.

The plan pe11alizes a measurement !)rocess on two counts:
(1)

]~xistence

of envir011ment temperature offset, resulting in

differential expansiol1.

(2)

Existence of envi.ronment variations.

The pla11 rewards good technique by reducing the thermal error index for:
(1 )

A ttemlJting a correction for differential expansion.

(2)

Keeping enviro·nmental variations to a minimum.

rrhermal error index can l)e used as an administrative tool for certification
of measurement processes as is discussed in the next section.
b·e used as an ab solute index of acceptability of the process.

It can also

For example,

a good rlJle of thumb for establishing the acceptability of a measurement

-40J.)l"OC(~S8

\vitI1 rCSIJect to t11ermal errors is to limit the acceptable thermal

error il1dex to 10}'0 of the worl<.ing tolerance of the part,

30.

~lfonitoring~

To perpetuate the thermal error index it will be necessary

to n1011itor the process in such a way that significant changes in operating
C011ditions are recognizable.

T11e recommended procedure is to establish a particular temperature
recording station which has a demonstrable

of the drift.
II

In a

II

correlation with the magnitude

convective environment ll this could simply be the

environment temperature."

The temperature of the selected station should be recorded continuously
during any measurement process to whic11 the index is to be applied.

If

the temperature shows a significant change of conditiol1S, the index is
11Ull

and void for that process" and a reevaluation should be accomplished,

or the conditions corrected to those for which the index applies.

In addition to continuous monitoring of environmental conditions, it is
recommended that efforts be znade to establish that the process is
properly soal(ed out.

This Inay be done by checking the temperature of

all elements before and after the execution of the measurements.
APPENDIX B:

DRIFT-CI-IECK PROCEDURE

l"he follo\ving is the recommended procedure for the conduct of a drift

check for a process in which the proposed monitoring method is based on the

measurement of environment temperatures.
A~

EglliJjme11t

The major equipment necessary includes very sensitive displacement

transducers and sensitive, drift-free tempe"rature sensors with associated

-41::1.l111JlifiC1

1

a11d recorders.

S

A linear variable differential transformer

\\'it11 IJl"ovisiol1 for rec()rder output has proven quite successful.
VB.l"io\.t~ r-esistallf!f) .. bulu

Also,

tl,ermometci--s with reoo:rdtng provi"ion hava

proven successful as temperature monitoring devices.
Tl1e required sensitivity of the displacement transducers used may be
adjusted according to the ra:ted aC'curacy of the measurement system.

B.

r~qtlil)lnent..1~stil,g

'l"11e tempe1 uture measuring and recording apparatus should be thoroughly
1

tested for accuracy of calibration, response and drift.
of sensitivities of at least 0.1 0 F is desirable.

The availability

Time constants of sensing

·elements of about 30 sec are recommended.

Before the displacement transducers and associated apparatus are used

they ShOl.lld be calibrated and checked for drift in the environment.
rr

An

electronics drift c11eclt " s110uld be performed by blocking the transducer

and observing the output over a period of time at least as long as the
duratiorl of the drift test to be performed.

II

Blocking'l a transducer in-

volves mal<ing a tranSdtlCer effectively i.ndicate on its own frame, base"

or cartridge.

c.

Preparation of tl]e System for Test
An esse11tial feature of the drift checl<. is that conditions during the check

must duplicate the
possible.

11

normal 'l conditions for the process as closely as

Therefore, before the check is started, "11ormal" conditions

Inust be determined.

'I'he actual step-by- step procedure followed in the

sllbject process must be followed in the same sequence and with the same
timing in the drift check.

This is especially important in terms of the

actions of any human operators in mastering and all preliminary setup steps.

\V il.h 6.S lit"le dC\'icltio11 fron1 normal procedure as possible, the displace-

l11cnt l.ransdllccrs

S}10l11d

be introduced between the part (or master,

dOj)cndi"lJ ()n tl1u typo 01' dr lft ch.0cl<) and t11e rest of th,u C-£r-amo suol'l
1

t]1at

i.t n1easures relatively displacement alo.n£: the line

of

action of the

s\lbjcct n1Cc1.SUremcnt process.

rr11e temperature sensing picl<up must be placed to measure a temperature
whic11 is correlatable with tl,e drift.

necessary.

Some trial and error may be

In the extreme case, temperature pickups may have to be

placed to measure the temperature of all of the active elements of the

measurement loop.
D.

l,epresentative Time Period For a Drift Check

011ce set up the drift check should be allo\ved to continlle as long as
possible . with a minimum of deviation from

II

normal ll operating conditions.

In situations where a set pattern of activity is observed its duration should
be over some period of time during which most events are repeated.

vVhen

a 7-day worl< \veel( is observed in the area, and each day is much lil{e any

other

I

a 24-}1our duration is recomlnended.

If a 5-day worl<. week is ob-

served, then either a full-week cycle should be used or checks performed
duri.ng the first and last days of the weel<:.

E.

IJostc}1ccl< Procedllre

After the drift test, the displacement transducers and the temperature
recording' aJ:.1paratus should be recalibrated.
l~.

Eval uation of tIle Drift Check

I1'ollovJing
values.

t}1e

(Drift-Check Repor!.L

drift checl<, the data should be assessed for the following

-43(a)

N0111)criodic l~:ffects - t11e effects of t11e operator tend to
disappear \vith elapsed tin1C.

These and similar effects

s110uld be described and the portion of this error not
campen.sated by soal< out should be included in the TVE .
(b)

TCn1!)erature Variatio11 Error ('l"VE) -

For zero or small mastering cycle time.
TVE =

r"Maximum excursion of part-comparator and master- I
drift curves when curves are aligned for \
I in-phase temperature conditions over representative i
time period.
(Part-to-master drift)

I comparator

J

L

For significant n1astering c,ycle times.
,."
: Master-comparator drift or
= part-comparator drift, whichTVE
; ever is greater. for chosen
mastering cycle time

r"
I

I Part-to-master

L

ldrift error as above.)

A complete report of the drift check findings should include the following:

Thermal Drift-Checl<: li.eports Outline
Items in parenthesis are suggested as a g"uide to what might be pertinent

under a heading.
Description of System
a)

Identification

(Mfgs., model, pertinent specifications, and dimensions)
b)

Component Motions
(Active elements, lines of action)

c)

Operations
1)

~

I

Use whichever of above TVE is greater.

1.

~

Type of operation

!
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'fYIJical \vorl<piece

Sizes
YIn t() rial '3

Minimum tolerances
3}

lVIctl10d of l1.'lusteril'lg

4)

Cycle times
(Operating" mastering')

2.

Environment Descri.ption

a)

Room Features
(Size; solar exposure; exits; wall, floor, ceiling, and other
heat sources)

b)

System l1'eatures

1)

[.location with respect to

2)

Internal heat sources

If

room features"

(Motors, lamps, electronics)
c)

Air Circulation
(Inlet-outlet

loc~tions,

sizes, numbers, drafts, air volume

circulated)

d)
3.

Temperature monitoring and control

rrest Apparatus Description
a)

Temperature monitoring

(Identification, response, sensitivity, location)
b)

Displacement monitoring

(Idel1tification, response, sensitivity, location)
4.

Procedure
a)

Stepwise description of testing
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l\c~ults

(I)isl)lacement-temperature va time graphs; maximum displacements

and temperature variations; cycle times; causes if known)
6.

TVE

7.

1~ecommendat1ons

APPENDIX C: A METI-iOD FOR DETERMINING FREQUENCY
RESPONSE OF A MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Data obtained from step-change experiments performed on the 15 inch
Sheffield rotary contour gage gave: (1) an indication that the system was
linear with respect to thermal variations, and (2) the set of data correlating
temperature variation with drift,

T11e basic characteristic of a linear system is that the output (in this

case, drift) corresponding to any input (temperature variation) is the sum
of outputs corresponding to the c.omponents of the input.
This characteristic permits the use of the data of Fig. 7 in computing
a predicted drift for a variation of temperature in the environment of
tIle S11effielq gage as follows:
Suppose that the temperature variation is recorded as shown in Fig. C-l.

This record can l)e approximated by straight lines over 7-minute increments.
This procedure decomposes the temperature variation into a series of
comp011ents similar to that of Fig. 7,
':ehe drift corresponding to anyone of these components can be determined
by scaling the data of Fig. 7

I

11'igure C- 2 shows the resulting set of drift components and their sums
Wl1icll is an approximation to the drift caused by the temperature variation
of l:t'ig. C-l.
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1"'his cOln})uiation procedure is cumbersome when done by hand but is

oasily and qllicl.;ly done by a digital computer.

The results shown in Figs.

8 llJ1d 10 of t}1C l)aper were computed using an IBM 7094 digital computer at

t11e Lawrence

l~adiation

Laboratc)ry.

T11ere are two practical considerations to be observed in making

computations of this kind:
(1)

It must be possible to make an accurate approximation to the

temperature data.

F'or example, in the case described above,

a temperature variatic)n consisting of a sine-wave with a period

of less than 7 minutes cannot be approximated by the data
available.
(2)

Because of tIle II memoryl! of the system, the computed drift is

in error until a periocl of time equal to the soal<-Qut time has
elapsed.

For example

J

in computing the data for Fig. 8, the

drift computed for the first 12 hOl.lrS of temperature variation
record was inaccurate and was omitted.
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1.

ell. Coc11et J

It

011

thg Choice of a Uniform Temp€rature for the

Cn.lil)ration of IVIeasuring" Instruments (Sur le choix

d'U11

degre uniforme

de tClnperature pour l'etalonnage des instruments de mesure)," Rev.
Gel1. de l 1 Electricite, Vol. 4, Nov. 16, 1918, pp. 740-2.

Report of

Comluiss.Lun de Normalisation des Ingenieurs des Arts et Metiers de
Boulogne-sur-Seine recommending adoption of 0 degree centigrade as
stal1dard.
2.

A.Pcrard,t

II

rI'emperature of Adjustment of Industrial Gages (La

ten1perature d l adjustage des calibres industriels)," Genie Civil" Vol. 90"

June 25, 1927, pp. 621-4.

Plea to German Industrial Standards

Committee to readopt adjustment of 0 degree instead of 20 degree

centrigrade; discusses requisite precision for industrial gages and
necessity for standardization of temperature of adjustment.
3.

L. Graux, .. Temperature Adjustment of Length Standards (La

temperature d l adjustage des etalons industriels, des verificateurs et
des pieces mecaniques),

pp. 250-2.

tr

Genie Civil, Vol ... 91, Sept. 10, 1927,

Discusses adjustment on basis of standard meter at

a degree

or at +20 degree centigrade6
4.

G. E. Guillaume,

II

Temperature of Standardization of Industrial Gages

(La temperature de definition des calibres industriels),

l'Electricite, Vol. 23" Jan. 14, 1928, pp. 73-6.

II

Rev. Gen. de

Object of article is to

emp}lasize importance of decision made by German Commission fixing 20

degree centigrade as temperature of standardization; after stating
necessity of unification of temperature in all countries and difficulties
\vhich have arisen, author gives some reasons which have moved him:

in

stating troublesome effect German decision can have on desired unification.
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I

J'>erard

Gagen (',:\

11

I

(;oncerlling Standardization Temperature of IJldustrial

!1rOp08

de la temperature de definition des calibres ir1dustriels),

DiSCtlssiOll of reasons for not considering temperattlre of 20 degree

CQntl11rn(\o

nA

t0tnr)f)rnt\lre for

a1.~lndo.rcli~C\tion ro.tl1er

than 0 clogrce

CC11tigrade; takes into account coefficient of expansion.

6.

P

I

Grand,

l~ev.

II

Contribution a la metropole industrielle des longueurs,"

Gen. IVleca11ique, Vol. 36, Nos. 41,42, 45, May 1952,

JW1e, pp. 167-'70; Sept., pp. 293-6.
ments of lcngt11, with reference

pp~

135 . . 40;

Contribution to industrial measure-

to parts of large dimension; influence

of ambicllt temperature in workshops; permissible deviation bet\veen
temperature of gag"e and object being measured; measurement of steel

lJarts \vith steel and wooden gages, al1d light alloy parts with steel,
light alloy, and wooden gages; diagrams.
7.

PI Grand,
I~ev,

II

Influence de la temperature sur l'etalonnage des jauges,"

Gen. de Mecanique, Voll 39, Nos. 74, 79, 83, 84, Feb.

pp. 39-45; Jl.lly, PI)

I

1955,

247-54; Nov., pp. 395-400; Dec·., pp. 445-50;

Vol. 40, Nosl 86, 88" Ii'eb., 1956, r>p. 81-7; Apr., pp. 159-64.

Infl\lenCC

of tem!Jerature on calibratio11 of gages; environmental temperature in
lneasuring shop: temperature of materials subjected to different
e11viron.me11ts; calibration on measuring mac11ine; comparator calibration;

errors of calibration due to temperature variations.

9 yhis reference was not received until after the

9

(UCHL Translation-

compl~tioI1: of this paper.

YIrl Grand has covered much of the same material presented,here. I-iis
approach to the problen'l is different, however, and the do.plic'a.tions do not
justify withdrawal of this paper.

II
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8.

I~

I

Noell a.nd II. I-Iuhn,

varintiorlB 011 t11e

II

Investigations of the influence of temperature

r~~din"s

of

Q.

compQZ"Qrtor- with

nlag"l1ification,lI Z. I11strwnl<de, Vol. 67,
it'

Gc~r11jnl'.

lQ~lICi

machA.nicA.l

11, Nov., 1959, pp. 285-8.

NOt

MOQho:nic.:Rrl compQ.l"atorfi with hiflh mas:nification for linaar

n1casureme11ts can alter thair readings due to the influence of small

changes of temperature.

The paper deals with the influence of a slight

l1eat source, for example . an operator or a lamp, on comparators with
a goraduation of 0.0001 mm.
9.

A. Goldsmith,

rr.

E. Waterman, and Ii. J. flirschhorn, I-Iandbook of

.T11ermoph;ysical Properties'lo! Soli.d Materials,
10.

D. I{. Cheng, Analysis of Linear Systems,

11.

I~:

I-I. li'ullmer..

II

Pergamon.

Addison-Wesle~y,

N. Y., 1961.
Redding, 1961.

Comments on Various Temperature Combinations,lI

National Bureau of Standards, 1960, 4 pages.

Gives historical back-

ground of· three standard temperatures; discusses importance of knowing

coefficielJt of thermal expan,sion

~ccurately,

cha11ge of standard tempera~ure to· 23° C.

12.

Evan I.l1 8.

LUln,

II

and discusses proposed

(Not published.)

Dyllamic Corrections of Thermally Induced

Measuring Machine Errors,·11 (M. E. 299 report to Prof. I-I. Thal ... Larsen)

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ulliversity of California,

Berkeley.. Janua.ry 1965.
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored workt
Neither the lJnited States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on
behalf of the Commission:
At Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with
respect to the accuracy, completeness I or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any inforrnation, apparatus, method,
or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or

Bt Assumos any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages
resulting from the use of any inforrnation, apparatus, rnethod or prOC0SS disclosed in this reportt
As used in the above, n person acting on behalf of the Commission "
includes any employee or contractor of the commission, or employee of such
contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the COlnmission,
or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his en1ployment with such contractor.

